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Agenda 

Opening Remarks 
Stanley Artis:  The topics discussed are being driven by questions ITCD has received on IT notices, 
requests for recurring updates on refreshes, both compute and mobile, and the recent update to Mac 
OSX 10.8.3 and identified performance issues.  Please feel free to ask any questions you have regarding 
the topics. 
 
ACES Updates 

Derek Kemp/David Conover: 

Compute Seat Refresh Updates 
 
The numbers included on the slide do not include requests for rescheduling, Mac change outs, etc. which 
may have impacted January numbers.  
 
April Order Reminder 
 
The order for April was just recently finalized.  There will only be one more month after April 2014 to 
fill orders.  March 7 will be the last order date for Legacy Refreshes in order to fill them by May 2014.  
It would be helpful for IT POCs to reach out to people with old seats.  Those devices can be identified 
by ODIN property tags.  If you know of any users who still have Legacy devices, please send the 
information to David Conover, Joe Lanasa, and Mike Veillette. 
 
Q.  Chris Burroughs asked for the updated final list of 52 HEO people still left to be refreshed. 
Q.  Jerry Smith asked what happens to people who are not refreshed by the mandated May 2014 
completion date.  Derek Kemp and David Conover have asked that question and are still waiting to get 
an answer from EUSO.  There has been no agreement reached yet. 
 
Mobile IUP Refresh Status 
 
The Mobile IUP is basically done.  The last one was done today.  Three individuals escalated to ITCD 
for scheduling were:  Elizabeth Edwards, William Knopf, and Peter Zorba.  Stanley has contacted these 
people and will continue to monitor until they are done.  If assets are not required, the assets can be 
reassigned. 
 
Q.  Jerry Smith reported that people not part of IUP are asking why they were not contacted about 
mobile refresh.  Derek Kemp:  This mobile refresh information is complicated and it will be addressed 
in detail in later slides. 
Q.  Jerry Smith commented that his Android users seem happy with the devices, but he would like to 
know if ACES will support Android devices.  Do users need to purchase buyer’s protection plans?  
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There is a concern about anti-virus protection.  Derek Kemp will research the question of virus 
protection for Android devices and report back. 
 
Mac OSX (10.8.3) Performance Issues 
 
Some HQ and Goddard users have reported performance issues in devices with 4 GM RAM after the 
most recent upgrade of the operating system early in January.  HQ users include Stanley Artis and 
Dolores McClung. 
Q. Are we testing 4GB and 8 GB – yes, we are testing both, but issue is more apparent in 4GB devices 
because 4 GB cannot absorb the drain. 
Q. Are MacAirs included in machines having problem-no.  Most of the new Mac devices are 8GB and 
they do not seem to be affected.  The problem is mostly with older devices. 
 
Victor Thompson asked that those assessing the problem don’t focus on the memory issue and take a 
wider look at the problem.  Derek Kemp will update IT POCs as progress is made on the problem. 
 
Mobile Information Protection (MIP) 
The question of why some Mac users are not seeing the popup dialog boxes visible on screen following 
completion of backup has been escalated. 
Q. Jerry Smith asked when IT POCs can start to see the MIP Daily Report, and how is the information in 
the database sorted?  When Derek checked it recently it was sorted by name and showed last backup 
date and last clean backup date.  Derek will check into question of options for sorting. 
 
Office 2010 to 2013 Upgrade 
Derek Kemp will keep ITCD updated regarding the pilot program and also NASA approval of the 
upgrade.  ITCD will require advance notice to prepare training on the upgrade. 
Q.  Chris Burroughs asked if a formal call has gone out for pilot participants. 
Not yet.  Kat O’Connor sent out an informal call for her team.  The formal call will go out soon for pilot 
participants for the upgrade.  
NOTE: An Agency notice was forwarded to HQ IT POCs on 2/26/14. 
 
Q.  Is the upgrade on the SRP?  Not at this time. 
Q.  Is the upgrade available for home purchase by NASA employees?  Yes. 
 
IT Notices 

Microsoft Lync training and demos were publicized in Heads Up and on the CTC web page.  
Facilities notified us that due to the limited meeting space in the building at this time, scheduled Lync 
classes and demos may be bumped out of the meeting space to accommodate NASA meetings. 
Q. Chris Burroughs brought up that targeted IT notices went out to users in her organization warning 
them that their WebEx accounts are being phased out, which confused them.  Stanley Artis pointed out 
that the information for WebEx seat retention was turned over to NOMAD and ITCD validated the 
information, the notice was from NOMAD and ITCD was not given the opportunity to review it before 
it went out.  Chris asked that ITCD confirm the list of retained accounts for HEO users. 
Q. Dolores McClung asked if the WebEx extension would be permanent.  Yes, WebEx seats being 
retained can be kept indefinitely but the cost will be passed on to the organizations. 
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Q. Susie Marucci asked for confirmation of the list of retained accounts for Office of Procurement so 
that their WebEx seats can be de-subscribed. 
Stanley stated that the tentative date given for availability of Lync hosting seats in ESRS is March 4.  
Please provide any further questions about WebEx to Lync transition to Stanley and he will contact 
NOMAD and report back with answers. 
 

Concourse Renovation Impacts Update 
CSSC 
 
Cindy Miller advised that due to their upcoming office move, the CSSC is reaching out to customers 
with open jobs beginning this week and letting them know that they may need to build in a little extra 
time for their job requests; especially if the job is large and requires binding.   
 
HITSS Services 
 
Kat O’Connor noted that during the renovation of the concourse, during which the HQ full service ViTS 
Facility will be closed, all meetings previously scheduled in the HQ ViTS Facility have been re-
scheduled to Facilities rooms. The FASD contractor for A/V Support Services will support ViTS 
meetings scheduled in Facilities-managed rooms. HITSS ViTS personnel will only be responsible for 
scheduling meetings if a customer requests ViTS service in a Facilities room. 
 
ALL ITCD Services 
 
All IT services have been relocated to the second floor during the Concourse renovation. An IT Notice 
and Web page identify service impacts.  
 
http://itcd.hq.nasa.gov/concourse-renovation-ITCD.html  
 
HQ Software Library & Above Core Software Update 
Marion Meissner noted that the information provided will help route ESD tickets and requests to the 
Software Library since ESD also serves other NASA centers which do not handle software installation 
requests in the same way that HQ does.   
Q. Chris Burroughs asked if ESD knows how software is handled at HQ.  Yes, if they are aware that 
someone is a HQ employee they know to route it to HITSS IT Security. 
Q. Jerry Smith asked when IT Security will resume reconciling software application license information.  
Tyler Conaway will get back to IT POCs with an update on this. 
 
ITCD Blog 
Lizzy Nicastro noted that the ITCD Blog will be announced in Heads Up and in the IT POC corner.  The 
blog will be demonstrated in the March CSPR meeting. 
Q. Will users receive updates or do they have to keep checking the blog?  Users can set up alerts to 
receive updates or add the blog to their RSS feed.   
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Q.  Will we see comments?  Yes, all of HQ will see the site and the comments with the most recent 
comments at the top. 
Q.  Will there be training to access the tool?  No training is anticipated because the blog is as easy to use 
as commenting on a Web page. Outreach will be disseminated which contains a link to the blog. 
 
WebEx to Lync Transition Update 
Kat O’Connor noted that the scheduled demos are walk-in and do not require registration.  Jerry Smith 
commented that he had looked at CTC documentation and also the NOMAD documentation and noted 
differences.  The CTC documentation was produced specifically for HQ and the NOMAD 
documentation for the entire agency.  There was discussion about the fact that for Web conferences, 
audio participation requires a telephone bridge just as WebEx did. 
Q. Jerry Smith asked who is the authority for MeetMe numbers.  That is a NICS service.  Jo McGowan 
can be reached on extension 7229 for any questions on Meet Me. 
Q.  How do we obtain Meet Me number?  Through a Service Request Form in ESD.  Kat will send a link 
regarding information about teleconferencing services out after the CSPR meeting. Link provided here: 
https://cso.nasa.gov/content/vots  
Q.  Is Lync enabled to record meetings?  Recording is not currently available in NASA’s Lync 
configuration.  ITCD (Victor Thompson) is looking into tools to accomplish recording and there is an 
audio pilot in testing stage. 
Q.  How to record participants list and meeting content for minutes?  Best way is to save the meeting in 
conversation history – but note that doing so counts toward your data quota in Outlook since it is saved 
in a folder in Outlook. 
Q.  Does the conversation history include side chats? Chats in the Web conference (using the browser) 
are not captured. Only chats created in the Lync client are captured in the Conversation History folder. 
Q.  How can a participant list in Lync be captured? The only method to capture attendance in a Lync 
meeting is via the Conversation History. Only users signed in with their SIP address will be identified. 
Anyone signing in as “Guest” will simply be listed as “Guest”. 
Q.  Could a chart be disseminated to give guidance to users on which is the best tool to use for a planned 
meeting, WebEx or Lync? 
 
General Mobile Refresh Updates 
Derek Kemp.  There are several categories of Mobile Refresh.  Category One is Mobile IUP of 
approximately 140 ODIN to ACES mobile device refresh. The Mobile IUP was approved on January 11, 
2014.  ACES will refresh these people at a rate of 50 per month until completed. 
Q. Chris Burroughs and Jerry Smith asked to get a copy of the list. 
Q.  What do we tell people who ask why they were not contacted to be refreshed yet, but others have?  
Tell them that their refresh is not supported by an approved refresh process at this time. 
 
There are two subcategories that users fall into for ACES to ACES refreshes. Subcategory one is refresh 
within same family (like to like).  The second subcategory is Refresh from one product family to another 
(for example; iPhone to Android).   
Q. Can users change to a different carrier?  The first of the subcategories to be accomplished will be 
refresh within same family (like to like).  Next will be those wanting to change carriers. 
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Q.  What is the pilot at Neil A. Armstrong Flight Research Center (formerly Dryden) for?  It is testing a 
new tool to automate ordering of ACES to ACES like for like devices.  The goal is to test it on 400 
devices and receive 50% response from testers.  So far there is no feedback on use of tool available. 
Q.  Chris Burroughs and Jerry Smith would like a copy of the list of users who fall into this category. 
 
Subcategory 2 is Refresh from one product family to another (for example; iPhone to Android).   
Q.  Can users delay their opportunity to refresh so that they can be refreshed under Subcategory 2?  Yes, 
but we do not know the timeline of the process at this time.   
Q.  Jerry Smith asked is there a penalty for not meeting the SLAs?  Yes.  The SLA for mobile refresh is 
18 months. 
Derek Kemp will continue to give monthly updates on mobile refresh at CSPR. 
 
Q.  Jerry Smith asked if Victor Thompson could send out a notice to HQ personnel with information 
about the status of the mobile refresh.  Regarding courtesy IT notices sent to IT POCs, could they be 
reviewed by IT POCs before they are sent out to users?   
Q. Dolores McClung asked what the timeframe would be to get ODIN to ACES refresh accomplished?  
Using a BOT it can be done in a matter of two weeks or less.  Send the information to Derek Kemp and 
he can determine which category the person falls into.  Information should also be ccd to Joe Lanasa and 
Mike Veillette. 
Q. How does receiving a break/fix device impact a user’s eligibility date?  It should not change the 
refresh eligibility date. 
 
Action Item Review 
 


